PRESS-BRIEF

TOI 11.09.2012 - Union human resource development minister Kapil Sibal courted
controversy saying that while the internet was a great medium, most children were
watching pornography on it and that it was being used to spread "disaffection" among
people.
Jagran 06.09.2013 - At a time when cell phones are making inroads in every annals of
human life, new and interesting details are bound to emerge. According to official figures,
there are more than 873 million active mobile users in the country as of now and the
numbers are expected to surge in coming times.
Daily Bhaskar : A bench of Chief Justice Altamas Kabir and Justices A R Dave and Vikramjit
Sen issued notice on Kamlesh Vaswani's petition saying existing laws had failed to prohibit
proliferation of internet pornography and alleged that it was affecting the younger
generation and resulting in increasing sexual assaults on women.
Mid Day 24.05.2012 Cops recover SMS, online invites for Juhu party.
Hindustan Times 30.06.2011 - Dhruv Shah, 21, received a message from a friend that read:
‘The ghost busters are back, Aghori Tantrik will be hitting the town; get into the forest of
darkness’. The invite was sent to Shah on his Blackberry phone’s messenger service as well as
his Facebook page. As rave party organisers rely heavily on social networking mediums to
publicise their events discreetly, the government’s decision to monitor such forums after the
Khalapur rave may make sense, but the implementation is going to be a tough, if not
impossible, task.....

Against such backdrop of events and scenario an idea was born. It was
conceptualized. Nurtured and thus resulted into MobiCID. An app designed to
protect and serve. Extensive role-play of different scenarios were enacted to refine
and give MobiCID its final touches. This brought in the human element that forms
the essence of this app.
Presenting MobiCID.

MobiCID Philosophy:
The term CID is synonymous with the words professionalism, proficiency and
proactive. CID are the people who apprehend criminals, prevent crime and safeguard
society. It is looked up to. Respected by public and a deterrent to criminal behaviour.
Today the number of netizens far exceed those of citizens. In the cyber-world of
limitless possibilities it is easy for your youngsters to stray down the wrong path, fall
prey to temptation and be victimized by criminals using the internet and media as
tools. Similarly employees are no far more likely to be under-performing or
misguided or take advantage for personal gains or towards disgruntled and harmful
activity.
MobiCID is instantly available control and diligence application which is designed for
your protection and supervisory service needs. It is discreet comprehensive and
infallible which inevitably leads to an improvement in the comfort zones of your life.
At the touch of your screen you can determine the current and past activity of your
"care factors", forewarned is forearmed and you can prevent a possible tragedy or
injury whether financial or emotional.
We at MobiCID are confident of having brought forth a project which will help you
stay on top of things - every time. MobiCID is an extension of your care and caution.
Simply put - it is enrichment of life.
MobiCID. Apnonke saath… hamesha !!

MobiCID – Care. Instruct. Discover.

Teamwork
Nothing makes success without teamwork. A team of about 12 programmers worked
seamlessly with its philosophers and advisors for about 18 months to get this state of
art and robust monitoring system.

How MobiCID works:
Its very simple. Visit www.mobicid.com to get the app. The app is for any
smartphone having Android, iPhone and Blackberry systems. Install MobiCID in the
phone to be monitored and mention desired settings. It takes hardly a minute to
install and set. You get an email alert on the email address mentioned at the settings
and that’s it. You can now monitor the phone on a specially created Web Control
Panel.

What MobiCID does:
Track & Monitor nearly every mobile data point.

















Recorded Calls
Call Logs
WhatsApp Chats
SMS/TXT Messages
Photos
GPS Location
Videos
Emails
Contacts
BBM Chats
Web Browser Data
Facebook Tracking
Skype Chats
Viber Chats
Recorded Skype Calls
Recorded Viber Calls

Now parents and employers are assured of better future and of improved
performance.

You get to know more at www.mobicid.com

